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Introduction:  

The Skill Development Cell of G.P.G.C. Bazpur, in collaboration with Mahindra Pride Classroom 

and NANDI Foundation, organized a comprehensive Six days Skill Development Programme 

aimed at enhancing the employability and skill sets of the students. The programme was 

exclusively designed for girl students. The program took place 18-23 September 2023 at the 

college premises and witnessed enthusiastic participation from students across various 

disciplines. 

Objective:  

The primary objective of the skill development programme was to bridge the gap between 

academic knowledge and industry requirements. The initiative aimed to equip students with 

practical skills, making them job-ready and enhancing their overall employability. 

Collaborators:  

1.  Mahindra Pride Classroom:  Mahindra Pride Classroom, renowned for its expertise in 

skill development programs, played a pivotal role in designing and implementing the 

training modules. Their industry-centric approach ensured that the skills imparted were 

aligned with the current demands of the job market. 

2. NANDI Foundation:  NANDI Foundation, a non-profit organization committed to 

empowering youth through skill development, collaborated in providing additional 

resources, mentorship, and networking opportunities for the participants. 

 Program Highlights:  

The skill development program encompassed a diverse range of modules tailored to cater 

to the varied interests and career aspirations of the students. Some of the highlights of the 

program include: 

Soft Skills Training:  Recognizing the significance of soft skills in professional success, 

dedicated sessions were conducted to enhance communication skills, workplace skills, 

personal skills, personality development, official communication, work management, time 

management, office management and more.  

Project Work:  Participants were engaged in real-world projects, teamwork, problem-

solving, allowing them to apply the theoretical knowledge gained during their academic 

studies. This practical experience contributed significantly to their skill development. 

Certification:  Successful completion of the program resulted in certification from 

Mahindra Pride Classroom and ANDI Foundation, adding value to the participants' 

resumes. 

Awards: Neha Bhatt of B,Sc, 3 sem, Yogita Mishra of B.Sc. 1 Sem and Shivani of B.A. 1 Sem 

were awarded special recognitions for their outstanding performance 

 

 

 

 



Complete Schedule: 
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FEEDBACK OF PARTICIPANTS: 
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